
Last month, I mentioned that language
translation is a good programming
skill to have. This month and next

month as well, I plan on fleshing out this
concept and providing an example of such a
translation. I will use a simple edit macro that
I originally wrote in REXX but have since
translated to COBOL.

As a translator, a programmer must have a
good understanding of the features and syntax
of both languages—original and target. In this
two-part series, I will explain in more detail
what I mean by this.

LENSTG—GET THE
LENGTH OF A STRING
IN ISPF EDIT

In August of 1999, as part of a three-part
series on ISPF Edit Macros, I demonstrated a
REXX edit macro that used a point-and-shoot
technique to return the length of any string
within an ISPF edit or view session.

I tend to use REXX as a prototype lan-
guage. It is easy to code and contains a rich set
of BIFs (built-in functions). Whenever I get an
idea for some way to work smarter (especially
with edit macros), I will always start with a
proof of concept using REXX.

I might augment the REXX with a few calls
to Assembler or COBOL routines that I have,
but usually, the entire program can be written
in REXX.

So what is the problem with keeping these
programs in REXX forever?

PERFORMANCE

In a word, this heading answers the ques-
tion. For performance reasons, I will often
translate ISPF REXX code into a compiled or
assembled language. It really comes down to
another question: How frequently and by

how many users is some piece of code going
to execute?

If some productivity enhancing macro or
dialog is for “your use only” or is otherwise
infrequently used, REXX (or CLIST) is per-
fectly acceptable as a source language.

However, if something you wrote is going
to be heavily used hundreds or even thousands
of times a day by many users, then it is worth
the effort to translate the code into a more effi-
cient executable. You can do this by using a
compiled/assembled language.

This is not a knock on REXX. It is a sim-
ple fact that you can call “Programming
101” if you will. Interpretive languages are
always less efficient at run-time than com-
piled/assembled code.

TRANSLATING LENSTG FROM
REXX TO COBOL

I do not intend to revisit the original REXX
code this month. Instead, I will just cover the
big picture of ISPF language translation.

To translate an ISPF REXX edit macro into
a compiled/assembled language (I will use
COBOL throughout), there are three primary
things to keep in mind. There are:

1. The compiler-based code will have to
use CALLs to interface to ISPF.

2. Any BIFs used in REXX will require
equivalent code in the compiled load
module. This might involve CALLing
your own BIF-style module. Or, the
code might be in-line.

3. Execution paths at run-time will be
significantly different.

This month, I will focus on the first point
only: Calling ISPLINK. Next month, I will
explain some methods that can be used to
mimic BIFs and discuss the significant differ-

ences at run-time between REXX and a
linked-edited load module.

CALLING ISPLINK

There are two basic CALL formats for
ISPLINK. Also, a unique variation applies only
to ISPF edit macros. All compiled/assembled
languages mustuse one of these formats of the
ISPLINK call to communicate with the IBM
ISPF/Edit Macro interface.

Call ‘ISPLINK’ Using Service-Name
parameter-1 parameter-2….

This format is referred to as positional. The
Service-Name(VGET, TBOPEN, ADDPOP,
etc.) mustalways be the first parameter passed
to ISPLINK. After that, each parameter must
be in the exact position shown in the docu-
mentation (or MODEL). If a given parameter
is not needed but a subsequent parameter in
the list is needed, the missing positional(s)
must be accounted for. Use either a language
construct (such as Omitted in COBOL) or a
defined field that contains spaces to accom-
modate these “holes” in the parameter list.

Call ‘ISPEXEC’ Using Length-Field
Command-String

This format is still positional as far as the
two addresses passed, but in reality, it is more
keyword (or command) oriented. Note that the
called program name is ISPEXEC, not
ISPLINK. The Length-Field(a fullword binary
integer) should contain the length of the com-
mand syntax string present in the Command-
Stringfield.

Do not use the defined, overall length of the
Command-Stringfield. Rather, use the length
of the actual left-justified string that comprises
the command syntax. As of z/OS V1R2, a few
restricted services (VDEFINE and VCOPY, for
example) cannot be used with the ISPEXEC
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interface. However, for the majority of ISPF services, ISPEXEC works
just fine.

Use of this format allows for, quite literally, a copy-and-paste of key-
word style REXX/CLIST command string invocations into compiled/
assembled language source code; quite handy when you are in
“translator mode.”

Call ‘ISPLINK’ Using ISREDIT Length-Field Command-String
This is a specialized version of the positional ISPLINK call for edit

macros only. I tend to use it a lot when translating REXX edit macros
into COBOL and High Level Assembler. A hybrid format combines a
positional style call to ISPLINK with the ease of keyword coding. Note
that ISREDIT is the only service name allowed for this call format.

A variation of this call format allows a macro developer to use a zero
length in the Length-Field. When this zero length variation is used, the
actual text in the Command-Stringfield must then be bracketed with
U.S. cent signs. The only downside to this is that the cent sign (lower
case ‘c’ with a vertical line running through it) does not exist in the
ASCII collating sequence. This is a bit of a hassle when downloading
EBCDIC source code to ASCII based machines and then subsequently
uploading back to EBCDIC.

Also, when a cent sign bracketed command string is used, the
Command-Stringfield is limited to a 255-character maximum length.
This really should not present a problem. I have never hit that maximum.

I use the tilde character (~) in any downloadable source code in place
of the cent sign. Then I place a comment that explains how to issue a
“Change All” for the tilde into a U.S. cent sign before attempting com-
pilation or assembly.

FIGURE 1 shows several examples of the zero length ISPLINK format.
IBM provides the program named ISPLINK. It has a number of

aliases and is usually found in a linklist load library. The ISPEXEC
name is in fact an alias of ISPLINK. Refer to FIGURE 2.

For more detailed information on ISPLINK call formats, read the
ISPF Services Guide and the ISPF Edit and Edit Macros Guidethat
apply to your installation’s release levels.

CONCLUSION

A file containing both the REXX and COBOL LENSTG source code
is available for NaSPA members to download. I recommend download-
ing this file and having a look at it. Other factors exist that I do not have
the room to explain here. One of these is my preference for VDEFINEing
all variables in the function pool of the compiled program.

Know this fact when you start: You will never see, nor can you even
use, any of the V-class (VDEFINE, VCOPY, etc.) ISPF services in
REXX or CLIST source. These services are for compiled functions only.

Examine the code in both languages, paying particular attention to
the ISPF calls. Try using both of the edit macros in an edit session. Run
them in slow motion under Dialog Test with breakpoints on the
ISREDIT service (ISPF Option 7).

Next month I will cover replicating REXX BIFs such as LENGTH
and STRIP with COBOL code as well as explaining the significant dif-
ferences involved between invoking an interpretive REXX edit macro
versus invoking a compiled load module edit macro. These involve
name formats, search paths and dynamically loaded modules.  

NaSPA member Jim Moore is the president of
Concentrated Logic Corporation, a Glendale
Heights, IL-based software development firm spe-
cializing in TSO/ISPF/PDF and database design. He
can be reached at conlogco@attbi.com.
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Note the intermingled positional-style VDEFINE call to ISPLINK (in bold). The field
named A-Line is defined as “Pic X(32760).” However, once the LRECL of the dataset
being edited is acquired via an ISPLINK call, only the actual length of the data (80,
for example) is used in the program’s function pool. 

01 Free-Form-Isplink-Syntax.
05 Get-Lrecl Pic  X(20)

Value “¢(DSNAMLRC) = LRECL¢”
05 Get-Numbering    Pic  X(22)

Value “¢(NUM1,NUM2) = NUMBER¢”.
05 Get-Cursor     Pic  X(28)

Value “¢(CURSROW,CURSCOL) = CURSOR¢”.
05 Get-Editline    Pic  X(28)

Value “¢(EDITLINE) = LINE &CURSROW¢”.
05 Put-Infoline  Pic  X(44)

Value “¢LINE_AFTER &CURSROW = INFOLINE ‘&EDIT-
LINE’¢”.

05 Put-Cursor      Pic  X(28)
Value “¢CURSOR = (CURSROW,CURSCOL)¢”.

01 Null-Len     Pic S9(08) Binary Value +0.
.
Procedure Division.
.
Call Isplink Using Isredit Null-Len Get-Lrecl.
Call Isplink Using Isredit Null-Len Get-Numbering.
Call Isplink Using Isredit Null-Len Get-Cursor.
Call Isplink Using Vdefine Editline A-Line Char Dsnamlrc.
Call Isplink Using Isredit Null-Len Get-Editline.

FIGURE 1: EXAMPLES OF “ZERO LENGTH” ISREDIT MACRO CALLS

This list was produced from an ISPF Browse of the member list of ISP.SISPLOAD.
The command “SORT TTR” was issued. ISPEX, ISPEXEC, ISPLNK and ISPQRY are
all aliases of ISPLINK. Note their identical TTR positions.

FIGURE 2: ISPLINK AND ITS ALIASES
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